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HE NOVEMBER Handicap was established way

back in 1876, when it was first run at the New

Barns track in Manchester as the Manchester

November Handicap. Relocated to the Castle

Irwell course in 1902, it continued to be run there, wartime

apart, until 1963 when the course was closed.

In 1964, the race was transferred to Doncaster, where it

was originally run as the ‘Manchester Handicap’ in

recognition of its Lancastrian roots, before settling into its

current title in 1976. It is run over a distance of one mile,

three furlongs and 197 yards and is now run on the last day

of the turf flat season.

The early runnings of the race attracted top-class fields,

and the race was won by a number of Classic winners. That

said, there is little doubt that the status of, and interest in,

the race has dropped over the years, not least as the

introduction of racing on artificial surfaces has lessened the

aspect of finality about the fixture in general.

The passing of the great Joe Mercer in May of

this year will add a little poignancy to this year’s

renewal of the race, as it was on Bold Rex in the

1985 November Handicap that Joe rode the 2,810th

and final winner of his long and distinguished

career. He received a rousing reception from the

packed Yorkshire crowd as Ron Hodges’s Rex

Magna gelding was led in.

Mark Johnston has trained two winners of the

race, with both horses going on to be among the

top echelon of the yard’s stars – Quick Ransom and

Yavana’s Pace.

N 1993, the stable was represented by Stuart

Morrison’s Quick Ransom, a top-class handicapper

who had landed the previous season’s Ebor Handicap. 

Partnered by Jason Weaver, the five-year-old Hostage

gelding was always prominent in the race before taking the

lead with just over a furlong to run. Keeping on strongly,

Quick Ransom went on to win by a length from the outsider

Lookingforarainbow.

The winner of nine races in all, Quick Ransom went on to

land the following year’s Northumberland Plate in dramatic

circumstances, outpointing the favourite Hasten To Add in

the final stride. He also ran in two Melbourne Cups,

finishing fourth in 1995.

In the 1998 November Handicap the six-year-old

Yavana’s Pace, owned by Mrs Joan Keaney, was one of 23

runners. 

Favourite for the race was another Accordion gelding, the

high-class hurdler Dato Star. Carrying top weight on soft

ground, Yavana’s Pace was ridden by Darryll Holland.

Travelling strongly throughout, Yavana’s Pace was an

impressive winner. Sent into the lead with fully two furlongs

to travel, he hung slightly left but kept on well to score by

one and a quarter lengths from Carlys Quest.

From May 1998 until after this run, Yavana’s Pace’s

performances saw his official rating rise from 83 to 112! The

great horse went on to amass career prize-money of more

than £740,000, winning eight stakes races in all, including a

memorable win in a Cologne Group 1 at the age of 10.

Last year’s winner of the race was Alan King’s On To

Victory, who finished second in the Listed Tapster Stakes at

Goodwood earlier this year.

LOOKING AHEAD TO . . . 
The November Handicap

WHERE? Season Finale, Doncaster 
WHEN? November 6
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Yavana’s Pace -  and with Darryll Holland (inset)
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